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DNS(ドメイン名システム) サーバとリゾルバ (クライアント) は本質的に分散 DoS( サービス拒否攻撃) やス
タックスマッシングなどの攻撃を受けやすい。これは DNS の問合せ用プロトコルが UDP を土台としており、
これらの攻撃に対して弱いからである。本稿では、まずサーバとリゾルバ間の通信の確実性に注目した DNS
設計上の問題を考察する。そしてサービス中断のリスクを減らす設計手法として、T/TCP(トランザクショナ
ル TCP) および DNS プロトコルのための IDS(侵入検知システム) を使う方法を提案する。
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DNS (Domain Name System) servers and resolvers (clients) are inherently prone to the simple forms of
attack, such as DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) and stack smashing, since the basic query protocol is
based on UDP, which has no protection against these types of attacks. In this paper, we analyze the DNS design
issues regarding the communication robustness between the servers and resolvers, and propose a design method
to reduce the risk of the service disruption by introducing T/TCP (Transactional TCP) and the IDS (Intrusion
Detection System) for the DNS protocol.
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1 Introduction
Internet protocols and servers have been under
continuous and persistent attacks as real-world activities become dependent on the global computer
network. All well-known protocols are the targets
of the intruders to exploit, since compromising and
taking control of a host can lead to a financial and
social gain, if not technical.
One of the most important component of the Internet Protocol Suite is DNS (Domain Name System) [13] [14]. In this paper, We summarize some
of the outstanding security issues of DNS and propose a design to enforce the robustness of communication between the DNS servers and resolvers
(clients).
We first describe the characteristics of ongoing
major attacks of Internet in Section 2. We then describe the outstanding security issues on DNS in
Section 3, and analyze the implementation issues
in Section 4. And in Section 5, we propose an implementation model for making DNS more robust.

2 DoS Attacks on Internet
One of the most popular example of the attacks
on Internet is DoS (Denial of Service). A typical
form of the DoS attack is sending incomprehensive packets to paralyze a server and to hamper
the performance of processing requests from the
clients. DoS is an old and well-known method to
cause damages to an information system by reducing the availability of the system resources [9].
The global and ubiquitous availability of Internet, however, allows a even sophisticated
method called DDos (Distributed DoS). By DDoS,
globally-dispersed intruders can act together while
keeping themselves undetected using multiple
computers simultaneously to attack a single server.
Some intruders even forge packets by using valid
third-party source addresses for the attacks so that
the attack victim cannot easily distinguish the real
and spoofed packets [10].
Even the simplest form of the brute-force DDoS,
such as sending incomprehensive HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) [20] requests simultaneously to a Web server, has successfully damaged
many business activities ongoing over Internet.
A more sophisticated form of popular attacks on

Internet is forcing a server to accept a malformed
packet. The packet contains a piece of information compomising the server program by attacking
the security hole of allowing access to the stack
area of the program. This type of attack is called
stack smashing, also known as the buﬀer-overflow
attack.
The degree of damage caused by the stack
smashing is much serious than a brute-force DoS,
because the intruder can take over the attacked
computer and make it a platform for launching
another attack. Popular software packages have
been major targets of the vulnerability discovery
for stack smashing, as the more programs running
on a computer gets complex, the more the vulnerablility increases against the intrusion attempts.

3 DNS and The Vulnerabilities
DNS servers and resolvers are one of the most
important set of service-providing entities among
the TCP/IP Network, since all Internet hosts are
expected to support two-way lookups between the
domain names and the IP addresses.
Every Internet-connected entity who is assigned
a domain name must maintain the respective DNS
server publicly accessible. Even in the private
internal network, being able to resolve interorganizational domain names to IP addresses is
mandatory for a practical wide-area distributed
operation. Mission-critical applications, such as
electronic mail and Web, all profoundly depend on
the availability of DNS, to ensure the integrity of
identifiers such as the URLs (Uniform Resource
Locators) and the mail addresses.
The daily DNS operation becomes more and
more vulnerable as Internet becomes larger and
more complex. Some of the current issues which
should be solved to reduce the vulnerability of
DNS are listed as follows:
• DNS uses UDP (User Datagram Protocol) [11] for the primary query protocol between the resolvers and the servers. When using UDP, the size of the response data block to
the query must not exceed 512 bytes to avoid
fragmentation of the single IP datagram, according to the Section 3.3.2 of RFC1122 [15],
which defines the Host Requiments.
• DNS Cache and Zone-data servers must be

able to directly exchange the DNS UDP packets (on Port 53) to provide the services. This
indicates a host that provides DNS service
is always prone to the brute-force and other
DoS-type attacks to the UDP port 53.
• The 512-byte limitation of DNS response
packet size also leads to the restriction of
limiting the number of DNS Root Servers to
13 ∗1 . This inherently restricts the number of
domain names which the entire Internet can
support, since unresolvable queries from all
the Internet hosts are eventually directed to the
Root Servers.
• Windows2000 and Windows XP ∗2 Operating Systems use DNS Dynamic Update [19]
and the security enhancement for the Dynamic Update protocol [21] to support the
plug-and-play configuration of the IP address
and the domain name information. While
this functionality is getting more popularity among inter-organizational networks, deploying this protocol to the public Internet
still requires further feasibility and scalability analysis, since allowing the update of DNS
database may allow intruders to do so as well.
• BIND [1], the de-facto standard of DNS
server and resolver, have many serious security holes related to the buﬀer-overflow attacks. For example, A set of bugs on the resolver [4] forced major OS distributions such
as FreeBSD to upgrade [6] , since so many
programs depend on the resolver library. Another set of bugs exposes a vulnerability of
BIND server into shutting down itself by a
malformed external packet [3].
The above list does not contain the vulnerabilities caused by the configuration error of the DNS
administrators. Nevertheless, redesigning DNS for
gaining robustness against the DDoS and other
attacks by solving the configuration-independent
vulnerability issues is a practical candidate of an
academic research, and the research results will be
immediately applicable to a production-level net-

work system, including the public Internet.

4 Implementation Issues of Robust
DNS
Making DNS more robust against various forms
of attacks requires wide-range and detailed research. In this section we list up some critical issues to solve for building a robust DNS system.
4.1 Using T/TCP for DNS Queries

DNS is a distributed database system, so exchanges between the resolvers and servers can be
considered as a set of transactions. One of the major security issue is that DNS is largely dependent
on UDP for the transaction.
DNS resolvers are assumed first to use UDP, and
then TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) [12],
because most of the responses from DNS servers
are considered to fit into the 512-byte size limit of
a UDP packet. While this design philosophy of
DNS works well on Internet, it also opens a vulnerability for the intruders, by opening both UDP
and TCP ports for listening.
A DNS server must accept the UDP-based requests. This allows DDoS traﬃc sent to the UDP
port, which cannot easily be filtered out or rejected
by a packet-filtering device. DNS is an interorganizational protocol, so the site administrator
must leave the communication channel open to the
public to provide the service on Internet.
On the other hand, network administrators can
limit the communication range of other UDPbased protocols such as NTP (Network Time Protocol) [18] and SYSLOG [22], because they are
intented to serve within a limited number of hosts.
Packets of those protocols can be eﬀectively filtered out by the boundary routers.
If DNS could get rid of UDP, protecting DNS
against DDoS would be far easier than now, since
DNS Cache and the Zone-data servers do not have
to accept arbitrary packets. T/TCP (Transactional
TCP) [17] is a good candidate to substitute UDP,
because it is designed specifically for query-andresponse transactions.
4.2 Defending DNS by IDS
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Only up to 13 NS Resource Records and the corresponding A RRs will fit into a DNS message of maximum 512
bytes.
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Another approach of defending DNS from attacks is to monitor the packets and alert the possibility of intrusion by the IDS. Since the DNS
queries consists on a single UDP packet, exten-

sively monitoring the packet by a specificallydesigned IDS can be an eﬀective solution, especially to prevent compromising by known form of
attacks.
Note that the TCP port for DNS (Port 53) must
also be monitored by the IDS as well. When using
T/TCP, the protocol-specific characteristics should
also be equally considered.
The IDS can also be used for monitoring the
protocol integrity, by validating the protocol state
from the header and the content information. This
is also useful to discover possible attacks by violating the protocol or sending malformed packets.
The DNS Dynamic Update protocol demands a
major security change to the DNS software, because the server must handle the Zone database
in read-write mode from the previous read-only
mode. Monitoring the DNS packets between a
server handles the Dynamic Update and the resolvers is even more eﬀective, since security holes
of the program handles the updates may result in
more serious damages than the previous vulnerabilities.
4.3

Optimizing DNS Software Design

DNS software packages have a lot of room to
optimize, to prevent the emergence of security
holes and to gain the robustness against DoS attacks. For example, the all-in-one design philosophy of BIND contributes to the discovery of
the security holes. An alternative implementation
djbdns [5] has successful results on eliminating the
security holes, by choosing the modularized design which splits the DNS cache (dnscache) and
the zone-data server (tinydns).
The tinydns program also introduces single
database file approach for the whole zones which
it serves, while BIND chooses multiple-file approach. This structural diﬀerence aﬀects the
amount of the response time between the two
servers.

5 Our Proposal of Robust DNS
Regarding the issues described in the previous
Sections 3 and 4, we propose the following implementation methods for a robust DNS design, and
discuss the problems needed to be solved.
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram of The Proposed Robust DNS

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed DNS components. In this set of components
we use three implementation techniques to enforce
the robustness of the DNS.
5.1 Using T/TCP for Transactions

The advantage of using T/TCP is to eliminate
UDP and to optimize the usage of TCP on DNS
transactions. This will ease the burden of writing
a firewall [2] ruleset, since controlling TCP traﬃcs
is much easier than controlling UDP traﬃcs.
T/TCP has been implemented to various BSD
UNIX distributions and the details have already
been published as a book [24]. Linux version of
T/TCP has been implemented and have a successful result on HTTP [8].
One of the authors Rikitake has implemented
a T/TCP version of Identification Protocol [16]
client as a part of the WN Web Server [25],
by modifying the existing non-transactional TCP
code. This suggests that implementing a T/TCP
code for existing DNS resolvers is not a diﬃcult
task to perform.
We will experiment replacing UDP-based
query-and-response code of current DNS implementations by a newly-developed T/TCP-based
code. We also need to perform a profound robustness analysis of T/TCP, since several research
results indicate that T/TCP have certain weaknesses to DoS attacks, such as the TCP SYNflooding [10] [8].
5.2 Making DNS-specific IDS

The advantage of making a DNS-specific IDS is
to reduce the complexity of the implementation so
that the IDS programmer can concentrate on detecting DNS-specific anomalies.
While the generic network-wide IDS approach [7] has been eﬀective to help network administration issues and enhance security of the

overall systems, making a protocol-specific IDS is
a practical method to find out protocol-specific attacks, as well as well-known attacks such as DDoS
and stack smashing.
We will experiment making a DNS-specific IDS
by modifying a popular implementation such as
Snort [23], and by adding a new functionality to
the host operating system kernel in which the DNS
server and the IDS are running.
5.3

DNS Performance Tuning

The advantage of tuning DNS performance is to
maximize the processing ability of DNS servers
and resolvers, and to find out the potential bottlenecks for the larger-scale DNS deployments such
as that on Internet. A faster DNS will give higher
tolerance to the brute-force attacks, such as DDoS.
Current DNS servers and resolvers have caused
some disruptions to the worldwide Internet operations, due to some major bugs in the implementations. Precise performance analysis may contribute to solve the current problems of DNS operation and the software design.

6 Summary and Further Works
In this paper we have summarized the current
security issues of DNS. We have also proposed a
design for a robust DNS with the justification of
the design details.
The implementation and detailed evaluation are
currently ongoing as of September 2002.
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